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NOTATION.DVI
A partial list of mathematical symbols and how to read themGreek alphabetA ? alpha B ? beta ? ? gamma ? ?
delta E ?, ? epsilonZ ? zeta H ? eta ? ?, ? theta I ? iota K ? kappa? ? lambda M mu N ? nu ? ? xi O o omicron? ?,?
pi P ?, ? rho ? ?, ? sigma T ? tau ? ? upsilon? ?, ? phi X ? chi ? ? psi ? ? omegaImportant sets? empty setN
natural numbers {0, 1, 2, . . .}N+ positive integer numbers {1, 2, . ...
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Cornell University Class of 1964 - 50th Reunion Aﬃnity Groups and Group Leaders Aﬃnity Groups Aﬃnity
Group Leaders Acacia Fraternity John Lutz AEM Majors Chuck Zambito Ag Micro-Biology Air Force ROTC Ken
Kupchac Algonquin Lodge Alpha Chi Rho Fraternity Alpha Chi Sigma Fraternity John Levy Don Rhines Alpha
Delta Phi Fraternity Alpha Epsilon Delta Honorary Alpha Epsilon Phi Sorority Eileen Co...
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PROSEMINARETIT_INFORMATIONS_EW
Pro-Seminar ETiT 1 1 General InformationsScientiﬁc Literature Survey & AnalysisContents1. Procedure for a
literature seminar 22. Typical available literature on electrical machines, drives and traction 43. How to write a
scientiﬁc paper 64. Example: Guideline for a scientiﬁc paper as demanded by the IEEE, USA 125. Example:
Guideline for a scientiﬁc paper as demanded by the VDE, Germany 186. Ha...
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